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Abstract. A nonapplicable null appears in a relation whenever the value of the corresponding 
attribute does not exist. In order to evaluate a query on a relation r involving such null values, 
the information contained in r is represented by a set of null-free instances, then the query on 
r--expressed in a user-friendly query language (Generalized Relational Calculus)---is translated 
into a set of queries on the null-free instances. 
Conversely, we define the operations on relations with nulls (Generalized Relational Algebra) 
and we proved an extension of Codd's completeness theorem. 
Introduction 
It often happens in database practice that we are not able to provide the value 
of an attdbutennot just because we do not know this value, but rather because (we 
know that) the attribute does not apply, i.e., this value simply does not exist. Typically, 
a special symbol, called a nonexistent null or nonapplicable null, is inserted in such 
a situation into the appropriate field in the database. 
One should make a clear distinction between onapplicable nulls and the usual 
'existential nulls' denoting 'value exists but is not known'. Indeed, these two cases 
of nulls have a completely different flavor and it should be stressed that a situation 
necessitating the use of a nonapplicable null has nothing to do with information 
incompleteness. For instance, if the attribute MAIDEN-NAME has the value 'nonappli- 
cable null', then we cannot possibly get more information by changing this value 
(unless the world modeled by the database changes). While both types of nulls 
correspond to data anomalies, we argue in this paper that in the case of nonapplicable 
nulls this anomaly is much more dramatic since it concerns the logical structure of 
data. 
The second author of this paper, Professor Witold Lipski, Jr., died in May 1985. He published over 
seventy papers in various fields of computer science including database theory, computational geometry, 
algorithms and data structures, VLSI design and combinatorics. His contribution in the theory of 
incomplete data bases will remain as a reference. 
Beside being an exceptionally talented and productive researcher, he was also a joyful companion 
and a person of great modesty who fought with great dignity against erminal illness. He will remain a 
model for all of us. 
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Basically, the use of nonapplicable nulls can be viewed as reflecting a bad design 
of the logical schema of the database: first a decision is made concerning the 
predicates in terms of which the real world will be described, and then the data we 
get do not fit this format and they have to be artificially padded with nulls to be 
nevertheless included into the database. 
Let us analyse such a situation more closely, by considering the 'canonical' example 
of a relation r with attributes NAME, ADDRESS, and MAIDEN-NAME. A nonapplicable 
null "-'" in column MAIDEN-NAME indicates that we consider it sensible to speak 
about the relation between NAME and ADDRESS without any reference to MAIDEN- 
NAME, i.e., we think in terms of a relation rl on NAME and ADDRESS which was 
not included in our logical design. Besides, this relation rl is in general not derivable 
from the ternary relation r (without nulls) on NAME, ADDRESS, and MAIDEN-NAME 
(e.g., by projecting out the MAIDEN-NAME column or by any other transformation). 
If we want to interpret uples t in a relation as ground atomic formulas P(t) of a 
first-order language [9], with the predicate P corresponding to the relation, then 
there is no satisfactory way to represent a tuple containing a nonapplicable null, 
e.g., (a, b,-), by a sentence of this language. 
The proposal of Reiter [8] to represent (a, b, -) by (Vz) -aP(a, b, z) does not seem 
to correctly capture the intuition since it does not implicate that there is a relationship 
between a and b. Neither can the nonapplicable null be correctly modeled by the 
'universal nulls' of Biskup [2] (i.e., by the formula (Vz) P(a, b, z); Biskup intuitively 
explains the meaning of a universal null as a 'value irrelevant for intended pro- 
cessing'). 
This kind of null can be related to the notion of entropy, where the notions of 
applicability nowhere and everywhere are the same. Yet, this interpretation conflicts 
with the dosed world assumption since P(a, b,-) is equivalent o Q(a, b)^ 
(Vz) -aP(a, b, z) and not only to (Vz) --aP(a, b, z). 
In fact, we simply need a separate binary predicate Q to represent (a, b,-) by 
Q(a, b). (Note that, in contrast, the tuple (a, b, to), where to is the usual existential 
null meaning 'value exists but is not known' can be represented by (Dz) P(a, b, z).) 
In our example the relation r on NAME, ADDRESS, and MAIDEN-NAME is not 
'atomic'- -we explain the meaning of r as a join of two atomic relations, r~ on 
NAME and ADDRESS and r 2 on NAME and MAIDEN-NAME (see [3] for a discussion 
of the importance of explicitly defining all atomic relations in terms of which all 
other database relations considered are explained). In other words, a tuple (a, b, c) 
in r is explained as 'the address of a is b' and 'the maiden-name of a is c'. If we 
are interested in addresses of persons for whom MAIDEN-NAME does not apply, we 
should include in our logical design of the database the two relations, r~ and r2, 
instead of the 'bad' design consisting of r alone--thus obviating any need for 
nonapplicable nulls. 
In reality, the situation with nonapplicable nulls is more complex than that, and 
there are at least three reasons why nonapplicable nulls should not be completely 
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banned from relational databases, which enhances the interest of integrating these 
nulls in a formal database setting. 
(1) First of all, people often use nonapplicable nulls, e.g., in filling in forms. On 
the one hand, it is often impossible to exactly predict the logical structure of 
information before making the decision on the logical design of a database (or the 
structure of a form) and even if such a decision can be taken, updates or additional 
knowledge may alter the initial logical structure of the information. On the other 
hand, even if we are able to exactly predict he logical structure of information, it 
may be useful to consciously choose a'bad' design requiring the use of nonapplicable 
nulls. This choice may be the result of themperfectly naturalwtendency to group 
together, into one format, related information or information of similar structure. 
For example, in a hierarchy structure of a company represented by a relation 
with attributes EMPLOYEE and REPORTS-TO, which gives, for every employee, the 
employee immediately above in the hierarchy, itwould be quite unnatural to exclude 
from the EMPLOYEE column the president of the company, for whom no value of 
the attribute REPORTS-TO applies. 
Uniformization of this kind may significantly simplify the logical format of 
information that the user has to face, thus leading to a more 'user-friendly' interface. 
It also provides abetter data integration which decreases redundancy and facilitates 
the maintenance of data integrity. 
(2) The second motivation comes from providing more informative user inter- 
faces. Consider a data base of employees with two relations, r~ on NAME and 
ADDRESS and r2 on NAME and MAIDEN-NAME, and a query 'give names, addresses 
and maiden names of all employees who do not live in Paris'. We can formulate 
this query in relational calculus as 
{x, y, z: Rl(x, y) ^  R2(y, z) A y ~ Paris}, (1) 
where R1, R2 are relation symbols corresponding respectively to rl, rE. If rl includes 
a tuple, say (Dupont, Orsay), with no Dupont appearing in r2, then in most cases 
it is useful for the user to include the tuple (Dupont, Orsay,-) into the answer to 
our query in order not to lose the piece of information contained in rl, despite the 
fact that this tuple does not satisfy (1) (cf. [4]). 
(3) The third motivation comes from data translation, where we convert data 
from one format into another given format. An interesting special case which is 
often responsible for the presence of nonapplicable nulls is the process of transform- 
ing a table containing inherently hierarchical data into the First Normal Form (see, 
e.g., [1]). For example, the non first normal form relation 
EMPLOYEE CHILD 
Smith {Joe, Kate} 
Brown ~) 
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where every entry in the CHILD column is a finite--possibly empty--set of names, 
is transformed into 
EMPLOYEE CHILD 
Smith Joe 
Smith Kate 
Brown 
Despite the common practice of using nonapplicable nulls, they have always been 
treated in a highly informal and ad hoc manner, without really integrating them 
into the formal definition of a data model. Our research is aiming at introducing 
the nonapplicable nulls as a legitimate formal notion into the relational data model. 
This is especially important if we want to develop a uniform and general method 
to evaluate queries in an interface allowing nonapplicable nulls (called simply nulls 
in the following). More generally, if we want to involve nulls into any kind of a 
deductive process, we should first exactly understand the meaning of an instance 
of a relation with nulls, and then embody this understanding into a mathematically 
precise definition of the semantics of relations with nulls. 
1. General definitions: Conventions and notations used throughout his paper 
(0) A tuple t is a mapping defined on a subset of U, a(t) which is called the 
type of tuple t. Similarly, a(r) denotes the type of relation r and to each predicate 
name P is associated a set of attribute names a(P). 
(1) Whenever we speak of a tuple, a relation (or instance of a predicate) they 
may contain nonapplicable nulls. On the contrary, a tuple or a relation is called 
regular if it does not contain nulls. 
(2) Let U be the set of all attributes occurring in the database. We call y(t) the 
set of attributes on which the tuple t has regular values y(t)c_a(t)  and y( t )= 
{A ~ U: t(A) ~ "-"}. 
(3) For any tuple t and any X c_ U, the projection of t on X, t[X], is the tuple 
of type X defined by 
t (X ) (A)={t (A)  i fA~a( t ) ,  
- i fA~X-a( t ) .  
For instance, if t = (a, b, c) (or(t) = {A, B, C}) and X = {B, C, D}, then t[X] = 
(b, c, -). We also define, for any relation r, the projection on X 
r[X] = {t [X]  : r} 
and the regular projection on X, defined by 
Irx(r) = {t[X] : t ~ r & t[X] regular}. 
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Thus, 7rx(r) is a regular instance whereas r[X] is not. (Notice that if r is a regular 
relation and X c_ a(r), then lrx(r) = r[X].) 
Definition 1.1. A schema Sofa database is a pair S = (S; ~<) where S = {P, Q, R, . . .} 
is a (finite) set of predicates of respective types a(P), a(Q),. . ,  and where <~ is a 
partial order on S satisfying 
VP, Q~S P<~Q ::) a(P)~_a(Q). 
We assume, moreover, in the following that the schema is simple, i.e., there is at 
most one predicate of a given type: 
VP, Q~S a(P)=a(Q) ~ P=Q. 
Definition 1.2. An instance r of the schema S is a mapping that satisfies: 
(i) for each predicate P of S, r(P) is a regular elation of type a(P) ;  
(ii) VP, Q~S P<~ Q =~ ~r~(e)(r(Q))___ r(P). 
The first property is related to the universal relation scheme assumption (an 
instance with nulls is some sort of universal relation constructed from a set of regular 
relations). The second property describes aset of inclusion dependencies that should 
be satisfied by the predicates of S: 
VP, Q~S P<~O ~ Q[a(P)]~_P[a(P)]. 
Definition 1.3. A relation p (with nulls allowed ) over U is called a legal universal 
instance of the scheme S if, for any tuple t ~ P, there is a Q ~ S such that y(t) = a(Q). 
If we make the closed world assumption (CWA) and assume, moreover, that the 
schema is simple, the information contained in a legal universal instance p can be 
represented by a unique instance r of the schema S satisfying 
VQ ~ S r(Q) = 'ffa(Q)(P). 
This definition will be extended later to the general case. We denote by rep(p) 
the set of instances of S representing the information contained in p under the 
CWA. Here, rep(p)= {r} is a singleton and the instance r semantically defines the 
information contained in p. 
2. Meaning of a legal universal instance 
Let us illustrate the meaning of these definitions by considering the following 
instance p over the attributes NAMe, ADDRESS, and MAtDnN-NAME. 
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NAME ADDRESS MAIDEN-NAME 
Smith London - 
Brown Paris Jones 
We want to represent the information given by this relation through the schema 
S = ({P, Q, R} ; ~<) with a(P) = {NAME, ADDRESS, MAIDEN-NAME}, a(Q)  = 
{NAME, ADDRESS), a(R) = {NAME, MAIDEN-NAME), and Q <~ P. 
Obviously, p is a legal universal instance of the schema S and besides, as S is a 
simple schema, under the CWA this problem has a unique solution: the instance 
of the schema r defined by 
VT~{P, Q, R} r(T)= 7r~{r)(p). 
So the multirelational (null-free) instance of S given by 
r(P) NAME ADDRESS MAIDEN-NAME 
Brown Paris Jones 
r(Q) NAME ADDRESS 
Smith London 
Brown Paris 
NAME MAIDEN-NAME 
Brown Jones 
r(R) 
represents the information contained in p under the CWA. Notice that the legal 
universal instance of S, q: 
NAME ADDRESS MAIDEN-NAME 
Smith London - 
Brown Paris Jones 
Brown Paris 
would have been represented by the same (null-free) instance of S. 
Hence, 'rep' defines a many-to-one mapping between legal universal instances 
and instances of the schema S: 
P 
monorelational legal universal 
instance of S 
(containing nonapplicable nulls) (null-free). 
rep(p) = {r} 
multirelational instance of S 
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Therefore, we say that two legal universal instances p and q are 'semantically 
:quivalent' (p =- q) if rep(p) = rep(q). It determines equivalence classes among legal 
miversal instances. In each equivalence class, we define a unique representative p, 
~alled the minimal instance, by p = ('~q.p q. Besides, the minimal instance satisfies 
he following property: 
Vt, s~p t[y(t)]=s[y(t)]  =:> t=s. 
~ence, in the example above, p and q are semantically equivalent but q is not 
ninimal since t = (Brown, Paris, Jones) ~ q, s = (Brown, paris, -) e q, s[y(s)] = 
:[NAME, ADDRESS] = (Brown, Paris) = t[NAME, ADDRESS] and yet t and s are dis- 
inct tuples. 
In what follows, the answer for a query always refers to the minimal instance of 
he equivalence class of legal universal instances involved. 
I. Queries on a legal universal instance 
In order to query a legal universal instance p of a schema we define a Generalized 
~elational Calculus (G.R.C.). It is the Usual (domain) Relational Calculus [10] with 
me relation symbol P of type U, but it has two types of variables: lowercase variables 
hat, roughly speaking, range over regular values only and uppercase variables that 
tllow for nulls. 
The target variables can also be of both types, so that, for instance, the query (1) 
,f the Introduction can now be revised as 
{x, y, Z:  Rl(x, y) ^  R2(y, Z)  ^  y ~ Paris}. 
Moreover, in G.R.C., the null value " - "  is added to the constants of the domain 
o that we should be able to get nulls in the answer. Hence, a query over a universal 
astance is of the form: 
Q={z l , . . . ,Zk :F (z l , . . . , zk )} ,  
vhere F is a formula of Generalized Predicate Calculus whose free variables 
lowercase or uppercase) are z l , . . . ,  Zk, i.e., F is a formula of predicate calculus 
involving negation, conjunction, disjunction, and the existential and universal 
luantifiers) in which the two kinds of variables quoted above and nulls appear 
viewed as a particular type of constant in the tuples). 
In order to give a nonprocedural specification of the interpretation of the query 
above, we transform it into an 'equivalent' query Qs of the usual Relational 
;alculus with relation symbols corresponding to the predicate symbols of S. 
Q "Qs 
query on a monorelational query on a multirelational regular 
instance with nulls: p instance: re  rep(p). 
lae transformation is performed in three steps as follows. 
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(1) First of all, target uppercase variables are successively eliminated from 
Q using the following rule: Let XI be the first uppercase variable in z l , . . . ,  Zk; 
Q is the query {z~, . . . ,  X~, . . . ,  Zk :F (z~, . . . ,  X~,  Zk}). Let Q~, and On, denote 
respectively the queries { zl , . . . , Xl , . . . , Zk : F (  Zl , . . . , x~ , Zk ) } and 
{z~, . . . , - , . . . ,  Zk :F (z~, . . .  , - , . . . ,  Zk)}, i.e, each occurrence of "XI"  has been 
replaced by "x~" in query Q;I and by a null value " - "  in query Q,1. 
Eliminating the second uppercase variable X2, we get QIA, Qt~n2, Qt2n,, Q~,2, 
where Qt~ (respectively Q~,,~) denotes the query Qz~ in which each occurrence of 
"'X2" has been replaced by "x2" (respectively "-") .  
In the end, we get a set of queries 
{Q%.. 1,~%+~... % ;0<~P <~ m and m <~ k}. 
Then, the set of answers to the query Q evaluated on instance p--i.e., the 
interpretation of Q on p~is  defined recursively by 
where min(q) denotes the minimal instance semantically equivalent to q. 
(2) The issue of interpreting the initial G.R.C. query Q has now been reduced 
to interpreting queries Q' of the form: 
Q'={Y l , . . . , Yk :  F(y l , . . . , yk )} ,  
where Yi are lowercase variables or nulls. 
In a second step, we eliminate bound uppercase variables in the formula 
F(y~, . . . ,  Yk), using the following equivalences: 
3XF(X) -3xF(x )v  F ( - ) ,  VXF(X)=-VxF(x )^F( - ) .  
When this transformation has been performed on Q', the yi's are still lowercase 
variables or nulls, all bound variables occurring in F are lowercase variables and 
the terms in F are of the form P(c~, . . . ,  Ch, -, .. •, -) where ci is a lowercase variable 
or a constant-of the domain of attribute B~. 
(3)(a) I f  there exists R e S such that t~(R) = {B1, . . . ,  Bh}, then, if rep(p) = {r}, 
(c l , . . . ,  ch , - , . . . , - )~  p ¢¢' (C l , . . . ,  Ch)~l l ta~. . . . ,a~(P)=r(g)  
¢~ R(C l , .  . . ,  Ch) true. 
In that case, we replace in the formula F each occurrence of P(c~, . . . ,  Ch, - , . . . ,  -) 
by R(c~, . . . ,  Ch) and we obtain a new formula F'  of usual Relational Calculus 
involving relation symbols corresponding to the predicate symbols of S. 
(3)(b) I f  there is no such predicate R in S, it intuitively means that one of the 
transformations above has artificially introduced a nonapplieable null on some 
attribute A appearing in the type of every predicate of S, Then, we can simply drop 
the corresponding query without losing any tuple in the answer. 
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Finally, discarding the target null values, the remaining queries Q' are transformed 
nto the relational calculus queries 
Q~= {y,~, . . . , y,~ : F ' (y , , ,  . . . , y,p)}, 
~,here Y~I, • • -, Y~p are all the lowercase variables among Yl, • •. ,  Yk (since all the null 
lalues have been eliminated in the formula F'). 
Thus, we can now define the interpretation of Q' by 
l[ Q'(P)[] = [ [Q~(r ) l l [A~, . . . ,  Ak].  
~here the target variables of Q' range over {A~, . . . ,  Ak}. The interpretation of Q 
s given by [[Q(p)[[ = min(Uo,  [[Q'(p)[[), i.e., 
II O(p)ll = min(U II O;( r)ll[A,,..., Ak]] 
XQ'  / 
"or queries Q' for which the third transformation exists. 
N.B.: Here we get in IIO(p)ll the tuples of  the legal ins tancep  that are known to 
~atisfy the query Q (the set of true tuples) .  
Eventually, we get the following diagram 
P 
monore la t iona l  legal universal 
instance of schema S 
l 
Q(p) 
query on instance p
rcp 
) r 
set of mult i re la t iona l  null-free 
instances of schema S 
{Q~(r)} 
the Q~(r )  are obtained from Q(p)  
by a set of transformations 
rod, if the target variables of Q range on {A I , . . . ,  Ak}, we have 
IIO(p)ll = min(U IIO;(r)ll[Al,..., A~]). 
\Q '  
Fhis diagram gives a nonprocedural specification enabling us to interpret the query 
m p at the level of its null-free representative instances. 
|. Procedural implementationmGeneralized Relational Algebra 
Hitherto, we have defined a nonprocedural query language, the Generalized 
(elational Calculus, which is an extension of the usual relational calculus. However, 
~om a practical point of view, it would be desirable to have a way of computing 
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efficiently queries on relations with nonapplicable nulls. Therefore, we will define 
the operations of a Generalized Relational Algebra in terms of the usual operations 
of relational algebra, so that the following diagram commutes: 
tp ' {~p~ : 1~< i~<p} 
G.R.C. formula set of R.C. formulas obtained 
after transformation 
g ~ {g[ : l~ i<~p} 
'G.R.A. + Cylindrification' g~ is an 'R.A. + Cylindrification' 
expression expression equivalent to ~.  
It has been proved in [13] that for any query expressed in the relational calculus 
there is a semantically equivalent query formulated with the operators of the 
relational algebra and with a cylindrification operator, and vice versa. 
N.B.: Adding this operator of cylindrification, we do not have to restrict ourselves 
to 'safe formulas' (see [10]) of the relational calculus. Since no characterization f 
these formulas is actually known, our approach seems more promising. Besides, it 
provides an algebraic structure (called a cylindric set algebra in [13]) equivalent in 
expressive power to the relational calculus. 
Thus, in the diagram above, for every formula ~o~ of the relational calculus there 
is an equivalent gi expressed with the operators of the relational algebra and the 
operator of cylindrification. 
Let us consider a table T containing nonapplicable nulls. T represents a legal 
universal instance p on U. The mapping "rep" associates with T a null-free multitable 
To--i.e., a set of tables representing an instance r of the schema. 
The operators of the G.R.A. and the cylindrification operator on T are defined 
in terms of the 1LA. and the usual cylindrification operator on To as follows: 
• Projection: For X c U, we define 
I I x (  To) = { I Ix~( , ) ( s )  : s ~ To}, 
where s is a null-free table of the multitable To. Then, we define the projection of 
T on X by 
Hx (T) = min(Hx(to)[X]). 
• Union: Let T~, T2 be two tables with nulls and T~, T 2 be their corresponding 
null-free tables. Defining the union of these two multitables by 
T~ u T~ = { sl u s2 : sl e T~, s2 e To2 and a(  sl) = a( s2) }, 
the union of the tables is given by 
7"10 T2 = rain(( T~ u To2)[ U]). 
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• Intersection: The intersection of two tables is given by 
T~A T2 = min((To~ c~ To2)[ U]), 
where T~n T2={slc~s2 : s le  T~,s2E T~and a(s l)=a(s2)}.  
• Cartesian product: It is defined by 
7"1 ~ 7"2 = min(( T~ x 7"2)[ U]), 
where T~ x To 2= {sl x s2" sl ~ T~, s2 ~ T~}. 
• Difference: In the CWA, this operator is 
7"1 ± 7"2 = rain(( To ~- T20~)[ U]), 
where T~-  T~={s~-s2" s2~ T~,s2~ T~and a(s0  = a(s2)}. 
• Selection: OF(T), where F is a formula involving constants, nulls, or names of 
attributes as operands; <~, 1>, <, >,  =, and # as comparison operators (with the 
restriction that whenever one of the operands involved in the comparison is a null 
value, the only meaningful comparison operators are "="  and " '#")  and the logical 
connectives A and -7. We define the G.R.A. selection recursively on the number of 
occurrences of the null value in F: 
(a) if there is no occurrence of " - "  in F, then OF(T) = min((trF( To))[ U]), where 
oF(To) = {OF(S) : S ~ To}; 
(b) if F= ¢ A A~ " - " ,  then 0F(T) = min({cr,(s)[ U] : se To and A~ a(s)}); 
(c) if F =~o A A = " - " ,  then 0F(T)= min({tr,(s)[ U] :s  ~ To and A~ a(s)}). 
* Join: T~; 7"2 = min(( To ~ * 7"o2)[ U]), where To ~ * To 2 = {s I * S 2 : S 1 E r 1, s 2 ~. r 2 and 
a (7"1) n a (7"2) _ a (s~), i E { 1, 2}}. This definition for a join corresponds with intui- 
tion: joining two tuples who share only nonapplicable nulls should be prohibited 
since it would provide meaningless results. 
• Cylindrification: I UI = n, let A~ denote the ith attribute in U. For a null-free 
instance s, the cylindrification C~ is defined by 
Ci(s) = {t : ::ia t[ i /a] ~ s}. 
t[ i /a] denotes the tuple obtained from t by replacing the value of attribute A~ by 
a. Obviously, this definition is meaningful only if A~ belongs to the type of relation 
s. Therefore, for the multitable To, we define C~ by 
Ci(To) = {Ci(s) : se  To and A~e a(s)} 
and the cylindrification operator on T is given by 
C~(T) = min(C~( To)[ U]). 
For any 'G.R.A. + Cylindrification' expression j 7 that does not involve any selection 
nor join operator, we have 
rep( f  ( T ) )= {f( To)} = f(rep(T)) .  
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For the selection ffF(T), if there is no occurrence of the null value in F, then we 
also have 
rep(&F(T)) = { o-F(To) } = crF(rep(T)). 
Otherwise, if F = ~o ^  Ai # " -" ,  then 
rep(dF(T)) = {c%(s) : s ~ To and Ai  ~ a(s)}. 
To express it as an operation on To, we have to find an algebraic expression ~ such 
that 
¢/(To) = {s: s~ To and Ai~a(s )} .  
According to the definition of the cylindrification operator, we have 
rl( To) = C,(  To) n To. 
Hence, rep(t~F(T)) = {cr,(C~(To) n To)}. 
Similarly, if F = ¢ A A~ . . . . .  , we have 
{s: s~ To and Ai~a(s )}= To-C i (To) .  
Hence, rep(t~F(T)) = {0-~ (To-  C,( To))}. 
For the join operator, we only have to notice that if a(Ta) u a(T2) = {Aa, . . . ,  Ak}, 
then T~*To 2=T~'*To 2' where, for i~{1,2}, T~'=(f"] ] -kc j (T0))nTo and 
rep( T~ ¢, T2) = { T~' * T2'}. 
Thus, for any 'GRA+Cyl indr i f icat ion'  expression f, we can find an expression f 
of 'RA+ cylindrification' such that, for any table T with null values, the following 
diagram commutes and thus, f ( rep (T) ) = rep ( f (T ) ) :  
rep  
r ; To 
t 1 
] ( r )  ,, f(To) 
5. Algebraic evaluation of a Generalized Relational Calculus query 
Let Q = {z l , . . . ,  Zk : ~o(z~,..., Zk)} be the query on P considered before (q, is a 
G.R.C. formula). We saw in Section 3 that IIQ(p)II = uIIQ (p)ll, where the Q['s are 
queries of the form 
Q~ ---- {Y~, . . . , Yk : q~,(Y~,-.-,yk)}, 
where the y/s  are lowercase variables or nulls and where all the variables occurring 
in F are lowercase variables. 
If  every occurrence P (c l , . .  •, ch, - , . . . , - )  in ~pi can be replaced by R(c l , . . . ,  ch), 
where R is a predicate name of schema S, we obtain a null-free R.C. formula 
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~(y i , , . . . ,  Yip) such that 
l 
IIQ[(p)II = ~,  ..... Jk({(a,,,..., a lp , - , . . . , - )  :S~tpi(y,t , . . . ,  y,p)[a,, , . . . ,  a,p]}), 
where yi,, • •. ,  y~p are all the lowercase variables among y~, . . . ,  Yk and where every 
j~ satisfies a~j, =a l  fo r /e l1 ,  k]. Hence, 
IIQ$(p)II = ~,  ..... jk(ll~o;(r)ll x {-} x . . .  x { -}) .  
Each R.C. formula ~p~ admits an equivalent 'R.A.+Cylindrif ication' expression 
g, such that H~[(r)[[ = g~(r). Let E denote the unary relation DOM(~p), i.e., 
i=k  
E = U 11 , (P )u{a , . . . ,  a,,}, 
i=1 
where the ai's are all the constant symbols appearing in tp. Le t f  denote the following 
formula: 
f = A i .+ ,  : - A"  • " A A ik  - -  
Then, t~y is a G.R.A. operator and HQ[(P)[[ = Hj,.....j~(~/(g~(r) x Ek-P)), i.e., 
II Qi (p) I [  =/- / j , . . . . j , [  °'f(g, x Ek-P)](p). 
Hence, IIQ(p)II = min(U, nj,,....j,[,~,4g, x E"-")](p)).  The G.R.A. expression 
g =U II.h,...,.jk[O'f(g, X Ek-P)] 
i 
satisfies [I Q(p)II ~ g(P) ('semantically equivalent'). 
Thus, any G.R.C. query Q admits an equivalent G.R.A. expression g such that 
IIQ(P)II = min(g(p)).  
The interpretation of a query can be represented by a table with null values. For 
instance, when we evaluate the query 'retrieve name and maiden-name of all the 
people in the database, on the legal universal instance p considered in Section 2, 
the answer is represented by the following table with nulls: 
NAME MAIDEN-NAME 
Smi th  
Brown Jones  
Notice chat if we had not taken the minimal instance as the answer for the query, 
we would have obtained the tuple (Brown,-) in the answer. 
5.1. Interest of this new query language 
Since uppercase variables are eliminated from a G.1LC. formula in order to 
evaluate the corresponding query, one could wonder Why such a type of variables 
is introduced. Indeed, the main motivation is to provide a "user-friendly" interface 
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which enables the user to ask queries in a more concise and intuitive way since he 
only has to specify the attributes on which he wants to exclude null values by using 
lowercase variables (free or bound) in that case. 
Consider, for instance, the following table with nulls: 
NAME ADDRESS COUNTRY TEL-NUMBER 
Smith  London Great  Br i ta in  1824 
Brown Par i s  F rance  - 
Jones  - - - 
The query Q: 'retrieve the name, address and telephone number of all the people 
in the database' is expressed in G.R.C. by 
Q={x,  Y,Z:=ITP(x,  Y, T, Z)}, 
whereas, in usual Relational Calculus, the interpretation of this query would be the 
union of the interpretations of the four following queries: 
Q3={x, -, z :3 te (x ,  
Q4={x, - , - :3 tP (x ,  
Thus, the query Q expressed 
similar in aspect o the same 
usual Relation Calculus): 
Q,={x,y ,z :3 tP (x ,y ,  t ,z)v P(x ,y , - ,z )} ,  
Q2={x,y, - :a tP (x ,y ,  t , - )v  P(x, y, -, -)}, 
-, t, z] v P(x, - , - ,  z)}, 
- , t , - )vP (x , - , - , - )} .  
in G.ILC. is much simpler and we get an expression 
query Or on a regular relation (hence, expressed in 
Qr= {x, y, z : 3t P(x, y, t, z)}. 
6. General case 
Let us consider a schema S not necessarily simple. In the open world assumption 
(OWA), the information contained in a legal universal instance p is represented by 
a set of instances of the schema S: Rep(p). 
r~Rep(p)  ¢~ pc_ (..J r(Q)[U] 
¢:~ VQ~S 7ra(Q)(p)___ [_J r(Q'). (2) 
Q'/ et( Q')=ot( Q) 
N.B.: I f  S is a simple schema, then 
[_J r(Q') = r(Q) 
Q'/rt(Q')=a(Q) 
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and (2) is identically equal to 
re  Rep(p) ¢=> VQ~S ¢r~(o)(p)___ r(Q). 
In the closed world assumption (CWA), rep(p) is defined in the general case by 
r~rep(p) ¢~ p__q I,..J r(Q)[U] andVQ~Sr(Q)___ ¢r~(o)(p). (3) 
QES 
If S is simple, rep(p) is the singleton defined in Section 1. 
Notice that we can now define Rep(p) from rep(p) as 
Rep(p) = {s: 3r~ rep(p) ^  s _ r} 
(s _ r meaning YQ ~ Ss(Q) _~ r(Q)). 
In the general case, the interpretation of the query Q' on p is given by 
II Q'(p)I[ = A 
rerep(p) 
Hence, for any G.R.C. query Q, we get 
IlQ(p)ll=min(l._J N 
\ Q" rCrep(p) 
IIQ (r)ll. 
IIQ~(r)l[) • 
Conclusion 
The method proposed here for querying instances containing nonapplicable nulls 
can be extended to query instances containing nonapplicable and existential nulls. 
This instance is represented by an instance of the schema containing existential 
nulls that can be queried using Lipski's results for the treatment of incomplete 
information. Besides, if we introduce uppercase variables in the tables, we capture 
the very meaning of the 'no information ull' of Zaniolo [12], which is a combination 
of 'nonapplicable or existential null'. 
Indeed, if an uppercase variable X appears in an instance of predicate P ranging 
on NAME and ADDRESS,  the information P(toto, X) represents the disjunctive 
information P(toto, x) v P(toto, -), where x is an existential null. This disjunctive 
information can be represented in a C-table by 
NAME ADDRESS COND 
to to  x c = 0 
to to  - c ~ 0 
Hence, an instance involving uppercase variables will be represented by an 
instance of the schema containing conditional tuples with existential nulls. For 
instance, retrieving in a database all the people for whom nothing is known about 
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the address will be obtained by complementarity (under the CWA) after first 
determining with Lipski's method, the people who surely have an address, then 
those who surely have no existing address (nonapplicable null). 
Hence, our study provides for a better understanding of the logical nature of 
nonapplicable nulls. Moreover, it can be generalized to capture the meaning of 
more elaborated cases of information incompleteness uch as the 'no information 
nulls' of Zaniolo [12]. 
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